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No. 784,720. Patented July 28, 1903. 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
HENRY K. LEE, OF HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT. 

STEAM-ENGINE. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 784,720, dated July 28, 1903. 
Application filed December 6, 1901, Serial No, 84,98l. (No model.) 

To all, whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, HENRY K.LEE, a citizen 

of the United States, and a resident of Hart 
ford, in the county of Hartford and State of 
Connecticut, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Steam-Engines, of 

Io 

25 

which the following is a full, clear, and exact 
specification. 
This invention relates to steam - engines, 

and more especially to the compound type 
thereof; and it has for one of its objects the 
provision of a controlling device whereby the 
exhaust-steam from one cylinder may be con 
ducted into the steam-chest of the other cyl 
inder and which may be shifted when de 
sired to break this connection and to admit 
live steam to the steam-chests of both cylin 
ders, which at this time may both exhaust 
into the open air. 
My invention has furthermore for its ob 

ject the provision of suitable steam and ex 
haust conduits so ported relatively to the 
controlling device above referred to that the 
live steam is at all times prevented from 
'blowing through’ the exhaust-passages, 
and all waste of steam is therefore avoided. 
Another object of my invention resides in 

the organization of the live-steam conduits 
and the compounding-passages relative to the 
cylinders in such a manner that the loss of 
heat by radiation will be reduced to a mini 
mum, thus maintaining the efficiency of the 

35 
steam during its work in the cylinders at a 

sure. Hence my invention includes as one 
of its elements a unitary cylinder-casting 

45 

so 

comprising a working chamber for the con 
trolling device and having the steam and ex 
haust passages for the cylinders disposed ad 
jacent the cylinder-walls, while steam is ad 
mitted into the steam-chests at a point be 
tween the port-surface of the valves and the cylinder-walls. 
My invention has furthermore for its ob 

ject the provision of a valve for controlling 
the admission and the exhaust of steam to 
the cylinders, said valve having its central 
portion apertured to permit the passage of 
active steam therethrough in order to “bal 
ance’ the same, while the exhaust-conduits 
are disposed on the outside of the valve sides. 

maximum proportionate to the steam-pres 

found in the combination with said valve of 
a member for retaining said valve againstits 
seat, a steam-tight joint being established be 
tween said valve and said member, so that 
the live steam will be confined to the inner 
space limited by the walls of the valve, while 
the exhaust-conduits are disposed at the out 
side thereof. 
Further objects of my invention will be 

apparent in the construction and organiza 
tion of the several parts, as will be hereinaf 
ter described, and particularly pointed out in 
the claims. 
While it is evident that my invention may 

be used in connection with any type of ex 
pansion-engine, I have illustrated in the draw 
ings an engine which is especially designed 
for the employment of steam as its motive 
force, and the particular benefits to be de 
rived therefrom are especially obvious when 
the engine is used, for instance, for propel 
ling vehicles, since the conditions in the work 
to be performed are apt to vary considerably 
during an ordinary run. 

It may be stated at this time that it is im 
material when carrying my invention into 
ractice what the number and relative sizes 

of the cylinders maybe. Neither is the inven 
tion confined to a compound non-condensing 
engine, inasmuch as it may be employed in 
connection without compound condensing 
engines with equal facility. 

In the following explanation of the func 
tions and operations I shall confine myself 
to the engine illustrated, which comprises a 
high-pressure cylinder and a low-pressure cyl 
inder having different areas, while the pis 
ton-stroke is the same in both instances. Nor 
mally the exhaust-steam from the high-pres 
sure cylinder is discharged into a receiver 
connected with the steam-chest of the low 
pressure cylinder, where it will become effect 
ive under a less mean effective pressure in 

small size. This organization is based upon 
the conditions of driving the vehicle along a 
level road, the speed being modified in the 
usual manner by cutting off steam at differ 
ent periods of the piston-stroke. A different 
condition is met, however, when it becomes 

Further objects of my invention may be necessary to run upgrade, in which instance 
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more power is required than before, while 
the initial steam-pressure remains the same. 
Through my invention I am enabled to iso 
late the low-pressure cylinder from the high 
pressure cylinder, permitting the latter to 
exhaust directly into the atmosphere, while 
the former is also transformed into a high 
pressure cylinder obtaining steam at maxi 
mum pressure and also exhausting into the 
atmosphere. Instead of a compound engine 
we have now a pair of independent engines 
both operating under steam - pressure and 
both subject to regulation by cutting off 
steam as required in order to obtain and 
maintain the necessary mean effective pres 
SUe. AS Soon as the top of the upgrade has 
been reached the controlling device may be 
returned to its original position, in which the 
cylinders are again operated as before. 
From the above it will be understood that 

the shifting movement of the controlling de 
vice does not in any way affect the regula 
tion of the steam cut-off, but that this move 
ment results only in compounding and, on 
the other hand, in separating the cylinders 
One from the other, in which latter instance 
the exhaust-passage from the original high 
pressure cylinder is connected directly with 
the atmosphere instead of with the steam 
chest of the low-pressure cylinder. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings, 
in which similar characters denote similar 
parts, Figure 1 is a front view of an engine 
embodying my invention and partly broken 
away to disclose the cylinder-ports. Fig. 2 is 
a side view thereof. Fig. 3 represents a sec 
tion through the steam passages and conduits 
and also through the controller, as indicated 
by the broken line 33 in Fig. 5, the cylinders 
being both operated by high pressure. Fig. 
4 is a similar section and shows the controller 
shifted to compound the cylinders. Fig. 5 
is a horizontal section through the exhaust 
conduit on line 55 of Fig. 3. Fig. 6 shows 
a section on line 6 6 of Fig. 3, and Fig. 7 is 
a section through the live-steam passages 
leading to both cylinders online 77 of Fig. 3. 

In the drawings, 9 indicates the engine-cas 
ing, having arranged therein the horizontal 
high-pressure cylinder 10, which is formed in 
tegral with the side walls of the casing 9 and 
having a piston 11 movable therein and ob 
taining its supply of steam through ports 12, 
as indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 5. The 
ports are closed and opened by a valve 13, ar 
ranged in the end of the engine-casing and 
which in the present instance is of the recip 
rocatory type and has its seat upon the port 
surface 14, while at its side it may be guided 
in Ways 15 and properly operated-as, for in 
stance, by a valve-rod 16. Steam may be ad 
mitted into the steam-chest 17 through an 
opening 18, (see Fig. 7,) said steam-chest al 
most entirely surrounding the high-pressure 
cylinder, so as to serve as a steam-jacket, and 
thus to maintain the highest efficiency of the 
working steam in the cylinder. 
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The valve which I employ in connection 
with my improved steam-engine comprises in 
its preferred form a substantially rectangular 
frame 19, the end sections 19' of which are 
adapted to ride over the ports 12, and in or 
der to render the valve perfectly balanced the 
central portion of the valve is cut away or 
apertured, thus permitting the steam to pass 
therethrough from the inside to the outside 
thereof, in which manner the steam-pressure 
will be equalized uniformly on the inside of 
the frame 19 and the steam-chest 33. 
Means are provided whereby said valve is 

maintained in proper position on its seat, these 
means comprising in the present instance a 
follower 20, preferably made in annular form 
and seated within a similar. recess 21, pro 
vided in a cap 22, which may be counterbored 
at suitable places to receive springs, such as 
23, for forcing said follower, and thereby the 
valve, toward the cylinder. From the fore 
going it will be understood that the follower 
is in reality a stationary member and that the 
springs serve merely for the purpose of tak 
ing up the wear between valve and the fol 
lower during the operation of the engine. 
The numeral 24 designates the low-pressure 

cylinder forming an element of my present 
invention. This cylinder is of greater diame 
ter than the high-pressure cylinder and is ar 
ranged to one side thereof, it being formed 
integral there with and with the engine-cas 
ing and having a piston 25 movable therein, 
while steam is admitted to the interior of said 
cylinder through suitable ports 26. (See Fig. 
1.) These ports may be opened and closed 
in a manner similar to that of the low-pres 
sure cylinder-as, for instance, by a valve 
27, the construction of which is preferably 
similar to that of the valve 13 and which may 
be operated by a valve-rod 28. The valve 27 
is mounted for reciprocation on the valve 
seat 29, formed in the opposite end of the en 
gine-casing 9, and is shown guided in ways 30, 
while a follower 31 is actuated by springs 32 
substantially in the manner above described. 
The valve 27 is also apertured near its cen 
tral portion, permitting the steam for oper 
ating the low-pressure piston to enter the 
steam-chest 33' from below the port-surface, 
and thereby rendering the valve balanced, as 
in the previous instance referred to. 
Inasmuch as under ordinary conditions the 

high-pressure and low-pressure cylinders are 
to be operated compound, or, in other words, 
that the exhaust-steam from the high-pres 
sure cylinder is to he utilized for work in the 
low-pressure cylinder, suitable passages are 
provided for conducting the exhaust-steam 
from the high-pressure cylinder to the steam 
chest of the low-pressure cylinder. Likewise 
it will be remembered from the preliminary 
Statement above made that live-steam pres 
sure may be admitted to both cylinders, and 
from this it follows that the passage for the 
live steam and that of the exhaust-steam 
from the high-pressure cylinder to the steam 
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chest of the low-pressure cylinder should be I accomplish this object by forming the valve 
organized as to permit a ready formation of 
and also a break in the communication be 
tween these passages, this, result being ac 
complished in the present instance by enter 
ing both the live-steam passage as well as 
the exhaust-passage from the high-pressure 
cylinder into a valve-chamber which is at the 
same time in communication with the steam 
passage leading to the low-pressure cylinder, 
a suitable controller being mounted for move 
ment in said valve-chamber to effect the nec 
essary union of the steam - passages as re 
quired. . . . . 

The particular organization of the steam 
and exhaust passages and their communica 
tion with the valve-chamber is clearly shown 
in Fig. 4, in which 34 designates a steam-pas 
sage connecting directly with the steam-open 
ing 18 and forming a part of the steam-supply 
chamber for the high-pressure cylinder, while 
r denotes a receiver, which is in the present 
instance placed into communication with the 
exhaust-passages 36 36 of the high-pressure 
cylinder when the controller is in its lower 
most position, as indicated in Fig. 4. The 
controlling device comprises in this instance 

40 
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a valve-chamber 37, substantially cylindrical 
in cross-section and adapted to receive in 
sliding contact therein a controller member, 
which in the preferred form thereof shown 
comprises a plurality of heads or pistons co 
operative with series of ports leading into 
said valve-chamber. The valve-chamber 37 
is formed integral with the high and low 
pressure cylinders and the engine-casing, as 
is clearly shown. 

In Fig. 4 the engine is shown compound, 
and it will here be seen that live steam is ad 
mitted to the steam-chest 33 of the high-pres 
sure cylinder, while at the same time it may 
enter the valve-chamber 37 through ports 38, 
but will be confined therein between the pis 
tons or heads p' and p°, the exhaust-steam 
from the high-pressure cylinder passing 
through conduits 36.36 into the valve-cham 
ber 37 through ports 39 and 40, respectively, 
and then passing out of said chamber into 
the receiver r, which, as has above been 
stated, is in - direct communication with the 
steam-chest of the low-pressure cylinder. Af 
ter passing through the receiver the exhaust 
steam enters the low-pressure cylinder and 

55 
passes through the exhaust-conduits 41, both 
of which are in communication with an ex 
haust-chamber 42, from which it may be con 
nected into the atmosphere-as, for instance, 
through an opening 43. (See Fig. 7.) 
Inasmuch as it is desirable that the con 

trolling device c may be freely moved and 
without any excessive friction between its 
heads and the inner surface of the valve 
chamber, I deem it expedient to provide 
means whereby the steam-pressure will be 
equally distributed at all points upon the 
outer surface of the heads whenever the lat 

chamber 37 substantially tubular and by pro 
viding a plurality of ports circumferentially 
in a linement with each other and connecting 
with a channel or annular recess through 
which the steam may have access to all of 
said ports. 
As above stated, live steam is contained 

within the wave-chamber 37 and confined 
therein between the piston-heads p' and p°, 
so that in this manner the controlling device, 
as far as its longitudinal movement in said 
chamber is concerned, is entirely balanced. 
It will also be noted that the exhaust-ports 
39', leading from the exhaust-conduit 36' into 
the valve-chamber, are closed by piston p. 
while the passage of the exhaust-steam from 
the passage 36 into the conduits 46 is pre 
vented by the piston p. 
When it is now desired to admit live steam 

into the low-pressure cylinder, the controller 
c will be moved longitudinally in its cham 
ber 37 until the position shown in Fig. 3 has. 
been reached, at which time the exhaust 
steam from the high-pressure cylinder enters 
the ports 39 and 39' of the valve-chamber, trav 
erses the latter, and then passes into the ex 
haust-conduits 46 and 46' through the ports 
47 and 47, respectively, thence through the 
exhaust-chambers 41 and 42 and the open 
ing 43 into the atmosphere. 
During the shifting movement of the con 

trolling device c from its lowermost to its up 
permost position, which latter is shown in 
Fig. 3, the steam-port 3S, leading into the 
valve-chamber 37, is at first closed and will 
remain so until the exhaust-ports 39 will be 
entirely sealed, whereupon during the con 
tinued upward movement of the controller c 
the steam-port 38 will again be opened and 
therefore permit live steam to pass through 
the passage 34 and the valve-chamber 37 into 
the receiver r, at which time both of the ex 
haust-conduits will stand in direct communi 
cation with the exhaust-conduits 46 and 46', 
and consequently the atmosphere, while at 
the same time the passage of the exhaust 
steam from the normally low-pressure cylin 
der will remain the same as before. 
When the controller c is in its highest po 

sition, all communication between the ex 
haust-chambers 36 and 36' with the receiver 
r is interrupted by the pistons p and p, re 
spectively, and all pressure which the ex 
haust-steam from the high-pressure cylinder: 
through the port 39' may have will be evenly 
distributed between the pistons p and p, thus 
rendering the controller balanced at that 
point. Furthermore, since the exhaust-steam 
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from the high-pressure cylinder might tend 
to force the controller upward to have an up 
ward pressure against the controller by ex 
panding in the lower part of the valve-cham 
ber 37, between the piston p' and the cap 48, 
I provide a passage 49 in communication with 
the upper end of said valve-chamber and above 

ter should be in a position to close the ports, the piston p, said passage being in direct com 
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munication with the exhaust-chamber 46, so 
that the controller is balanced by the exhaust 
pressure being confined between pistons p' 
and p, and, on the other hand, equal and op 
posite pressure is brought to bear upon the 
pistons p and p, so that the controller is also 
balanced at those points, while at the same 
time the pressure is also balanced between 
the pistons p' and p°. 
Any suitable mechanism may be employed 

for shifting the controller device within the 
valve-chamber, and I wish it distinctly un 
derstood that I do not confine myself to the 
particular construction of such controller as 
herein shown and described, since many 
modifications may be made therein without 
departing from the gist of my invention. 
Having described my invention, what I 

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is 

1. In a steam-engine of the character de 
scribed, a high-pressure cylinder, a low-pres 
sure cylinder, distributing-valves for said 
high and low pressure cylinders, a receiver 
surrounding and forming a jacket for the 
low-pressure cylinder, and a starting-valve 
mounted between the exhaust for the high 
pressure cylinder, and the receiver, substan 
tially as described. 

2. In an engine, a high-pressure cylinder, 
a low-pressure cylinder, balanced distribut 
ing-valves for said cylinders comprising a 
rectangular slidable frame having a central 
cut-away portion, and means for normally 
holding the valve in its seat comprising slid 
able spring-pressed followers mounted against 
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lateral movement, a receiver for the exhaust 
of the high-pressure cylinder surrounding 
said low-pressure cylinder, and a starting 
valve, substantially as described. 

3. In a steam-engine, a high-pressure cyl 
inder, a low-pressure cylinder, a receiver for 
the exhaust of the high-pressure cylinder 
surrounding the low-pressure cylinder, bal 
anced distributing-valves and a starting 
Valve mounted between the high-pressure 
cylinder exhaust and the receiver, a valve 
chamber having ports therein, a sliding mem 
ber mounted within the same and provided 
with a plurality of heads and interstices 
adapted to slide into and out of register with 
the ports of the valve-chamber, substantially 
as described. 

4. In a compound steam-engine, a high 
pressure cylinder and a low-pressure cylin 
der, balanced distributing-valves for said 
cylinders, a receiver for the exhaust of the 
high-pressure cylinder surrounding the low 
pressure cylinder, and a starting-Valve com 
prising a valve-casing integral with the re 
ceiver, having ports communicating there 
with, and ports communicating with the cyl 
inder, and a slidable controlling member 
composed of a plurality of heads having an 
nular interstices between the same adapted 
to close communication through said port of 
the valve-casing with the receiver, and with 
the cylinders. 

HENRY K. LEE. 
Witnesses: 

CHAS. F. SCHMELZ, 
JULIA. G. MCCORMICK. 
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